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1 Our portfolio
We offer the following portfolio for room automation tasks:

1.1 PASSIVE ROOM SENSORS
Our passive room sensors offer different sensor elements like PT100A, PT1000A or NI1000 DI43760 and are avaliable 
in various designs. We offer in-wall or on-wall mountable versions.

         

Figure: Sample of a passive room sensor in RESI design
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1.2 Active ROOM CONTROL UNITS
Our series of active room control units are designed for in-wall mounting into a standard socket outlet. Some of our 
devices can be mounted as well on-wall. We offer individual RESI design variants and as well versions, which fit into  
standard frames from BERKER®, GIRA®, SIEMENS®, or JUNG®. You can define the configuration and the design  
and engraving of the room controllers. we offer various materials to fit  into your specific design demands of your  
project.

The control units have an integrated ambient RGB frame light and a buzzer to indicate alarm in the room. Our control  
units offer optional integrated temperature, humidity and air quality sensors for direct HVAC control.

We offer control units for RS485 with MODBUS/RTU slave and ASCII protocol. But we also support KNX and DALI  
versions of the products.

All our modules with RS485 are designed for use with 12 to 48Vdc power supplies. The KNX variants are supplied  
either directly from the KNX bus or you can add an extra 12..48V power supply to the modules. The DALI versions are 
supplied by the DALI bus system.

         

Figure: Samples of our room control units
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1.3 Active ROOM SENSORS 
Our series of active room sensors are designed for in-wall mounting into a standard socket outlet. Some of our devices 
can be mounted as well on-wall. We offer individual RESI design variants and as well versions, which fit into standard  
frames from BERKER®,  GIRA®,  SIEMENS®,  or  JUNG®.  You can  define  the  configuration  and the design  and 
engraving of the room controllers. we offer various materials to fit into your specific design demands of your project.

We offer sensors for
 Temperature
 Humidity
 air quality
 CO2
 Brightness and motion
 IR presence

The sensors units have an integrated ambient RGB frame light and a buzzer to indicate alarm in the room. Our sensor 
units offer optional integrated temperature, humidity and air quality sensors for direct HVAC control.

We offer sensor units for RS485 with MODBUS/RTU slave and ASCII protocol. But we also support KNX and DALI  
versions of the products.

All our modules with RS485 are designed for use with 12 to 48Vdc power supplies. The KNX variants are supplied  
either directly from the KNX bus or you can add an extra 12..48V power supply to the modules. The DALI versions are 
supplied by the DALI bus system.

           

Figure: Samples of our room sensors
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2 Declaration of conformity

2.1 CE
All  products  have  passed the CE tests for environmental specifications when shielded cables are used for external  
wiring. We recommend the use of shielded cables. 

2.2 Safety instructions
 

Danger to life through electrical current!

Only skilled personal trained in electro-engineering should perform the described steps in the following chapters. Please observe the 
country specific rules and standards. Do not perform any electrical work while the device is connected to power.

Pay attention to the following rules: 

1. Disconnect the system from power

2. Secure the system against automatic power on

3. Check that the system is de-energized

4. Cover other energized parts of the system 

IMPORTANT HINT: Before you start with the installation and the initial setup of the device, you have to read this document 
and the attached installation guide and the actual manual for the device very carefully. You have to follow all the herein given  
information very accurate!

 Only authorized and qualified personnel are allowed to install and setup the device!

 The connection of the device must be done in de-energized state!

 Do not perform any electrical work while the device is connected to power!

 Disable and secure the system against any automatic restart or power on procedure!

 The device must be operated with the defined voltage level!

 Supply voltage jitters must not exceed the technical specifications and tolerances given in the technical manuals for the product. If 
you do not obey this issue, the proper performance of the device cannot be guaranteed. This can lead to fail functions of the 
device and in worst case to a complete breakdown of the device! 

 You have to obey the current EMC regulations for wiring!

 All signal, control and supply voltage cables must be wired in a way, that no inductive or capacitive interference or any other 
severe electrical noise disturbance may interfere with the device. Wrong wiring can lead to a malfunction of the device!

 For signal or sensor cables you have to use shielded cables, to avoid damages through induction! 

 You have to obey and to apply the current safety regulations given by the ÖVE, VDE, the countries, their control authorities, the 
TÜV or the local energy supply company!

 Obey country-specific laws and standards!

 The device must be used for the intended purpose of the manufacturer!

 No warranties or liabilities will be accepted for defects and damages resulting from improper or incorrect usage of the device!

 Subsequent damages, which results from faults of this device, are excluded from warranty and liability!

 Only the technical data, wiring diagrams and operation instructions, which are part to the product shipment are valid!

 The information on our homepage, in our data sheets, in our manuals, in our catalogs or published by our partners can deviate  
from the product documentation and is not necessarily always actual, due to constant improvement of our products for technical  
progress!

 In case of modification of our devices made by the user, all warranty and liability claims are lost!

 The installation has to fulfill the technical conditions and specifications (e.g. operating temperatures, power supply, …) given in the 
devices documentation!

 Operating our device close to equipment, which do not comply with EMC directives, can influence the functionality of our device,  
leading to malfunction or in worst case to a breakdown of our device!
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 Our devices must not be used for monitoring applications, which solely serve the purpose of protecting persons against hazards or 
injury, or as an emergency stop switch for systems or machinery, or for any other similar safety-relevant purposes!

 Dimensions of  the enclosures or enclosures accessories may show slight  tolerances on the specifications provided in these 
instructions! 

 Modifications of this documentation is not allowed!

In case of a complaint, only complete devices returned in original packing will be accepted!
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3 Our Portfolio
Here you find a list of all available room controllers and room sensors:

3.1 Passive room sensors

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MOUNTING TYPE

RESI-P-PC-dd-IW Passive room sensor with PT100A RTD sensor element IN WALL

RESI-P-PM-dd-IW Passive room sensor with PT1000A RTD sensor element IN WALL

RESI-P-ND-dd-IW Passive room sensor with NI1000-DIN43760 RTD sensor element IN WALL

RESI-P-PC-dd-OW Passive room sensor with PT100A RTD sensor element ON WALL

RESI-P-PM-dd-OW Passive room sensor with PT1000A RTD sensor element ON WALL

RESI-P-ND-dd-OW Passive room sensor with NI1000-DIN43760 RTD sensor element ON WALL

3.2 Active room sensors

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MOUNTING TYPE

RESI-RS-T1-MB-dd Room sensor with integrated temperature sensor,  measurement 
range -40..+125°C, +/-0.1°C, ambient RGB frame LEDs+buzzer, 
RS485 Interface, MODBUS/RTU+ASCII slave protocol

IN WALL

RESI-RS-TH1-MB-dd Room sensor with integrated temperature, relative humidity and 
air  pressure  sensor,  Temperature  measurement  range  -
40..+125°C,  +/-0.1°C,  Humidity  measurement  range  0..100%, 
accuracy +/-3% rel.H., hysteresis +/-1% rel.H., Air pressure sensor 
RMS noise 0.12Pa (=1.7cm), Offset  temperature coefficient:  +/-
1.5Pa/K (=+/-12.6cm at 1°C temperature change), ambient RGB 
frame  LEDs+buzzer,  RS485  Interface,  MODBUS/RTU+ASCII 
slave protocol

IN WALL

RESI-RS-AQ1-MB-dd Room sensor  with integrated temperature,  relative  humidity,  air 
pressure  and  gas  sensor,  Temperature  measurement  range  -
40..+125°C,  +/-0.1°C,  Humidity  measurement  range  0..100%, 
accuracy  +/-3%  rel.H.,  hysteresis  +/-1.5%  rel.H.,  Air  pressure 
sensor   RMS  noise  0.12Pa  (=1.7cm),  Offset  temperature 
coefficient: +/-1.3Pa/K (=+/-10.9cm at 1°C temperature change), 
Gas  sensor:  Sensor-to-sensor  deviation:  +/-15%,  ambient  RGB 
frame  LEDs+buzzer,  RS485  Interface,  MODBUS/RTU+ASCII 
slave protocol

IN WALL

RESI-RS-CO2-MB-dd Room  sensor  with  integrated  CO2  sensor,  CO2  sensor  range 
0..10000ppm, accuracy +/-(50ppm+3% of reading) in the range of 
300  to  5000pppm  CO2,  pressure  dependency:  ~1%  of 
reading/kPa pressure change, ambient RGB frame LEDs+buzzer, 
RS485 Interface, MODBUS/RTU+ASCII slave protocol

IN WALL

RESI-RS-CO2AQ1-MB-dd Room sensor  with integrated temperature,  relative  humidity,  air 
pressure, gas and CO2 sensor, Temperature measurement range 
-40..+125°C,  +/-0.1°C,  Humidity  measurement  range  0..100%, 
accuracy  +/-3%  rel.H.,  hysteresis  +/-1.5%  rel.H.,  Air  pressure 
sensor   RMS  noise  0.12Pa  (=1.7cm),  Offset  temperature 
coefficient: +/-1.3Pa/K (=+/-10.9cm at 1°C temperature change), 
Gas  sensor:  Sensor-to-sensor  deviation:  +/-15%,  CO2  sensor 
range 0..10000ppm, accuracy +/-(50ppm+3% of  reading)  in  the 
range of 300 to 5000pppm CO2, pressure dependency: ~1% of 
reading/kPa pressure change, ambient RGB frame LEDs+buzzer, 
RS485 Interface, MODBUS/RTU+ASCII slave protocol

IN WALL
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3.3 Active room controllers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MOUNTING TYPE

RESI-RC-CU1-MB-dd-ss Room  controller  with  3  push  buttons,  3  LEDs  and  2 
potentiometers,  ambient  RGB  frame  LEDs+buzzer,  RS485 
Interface, MODBUS/RTU+ASCII slave protocol

IN WALL

RESI-RC-CU2-MB-dd-ss Room  controller  with  6  push  buttons,  6  LEDs  and  2 
potentiometers,  ambient  RGB  frame  LEDs+buzzer,  RS485 
Interface, MODBUS/RTU+ASCII slave protocol

IN WALL
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4 Mounting
Here you will find the different mounting options for all type of room sensors and room controllers.

4.1 In-wall mounting of passive room sensors
Our passive room sensors are designed to be mounted into a standard flush mount socket outlet in the wall. 
1. Cable the 4 pin connector for the sensor with the cable in your socket outlet.
2. Plug the connector into the sensor print.
3. Unscrew the two screws to place the sensor print onto the socket.
4. Place the sensor print on the socket and screw the two screws.
5. Check whether the sensor print is really mounted horizontally.
6. Then carefully put the magnetic cover on the sensor print. 
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To dismount the room sensor print follow these steps:
1. Remove carefully the magnetic cover from the sensor print.
2. Then release the screws on the socket a little bit.
3. Remove the sensor print from the socket.
4. Disconnect the connector on the back side of the sensor print.
5. Remove the connector from the cable in your socket outlet.
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4.2 On-wall mounting of passive room sensors
Our passive room sensors are designed to be mounted on a plain wall. 
1. Insert the cable from the wall outlet through the hole in the mounting plate.
2. Mount the mounting plate with at least two screws on your wall.
3. Mind the arrow, it must direct to the upper left corner
4. Check whether the mounting plate is really mounted horizontally.
5. Then put the frame on the mounting plate and wire the cable through the hole in the frame.
6. Then put the sensor print into the frame and wire the cable through the hole in the print.
7. Put now the additional mounting frame on the sensor print and wire the cable through the hole.
8. Use the two diagonal screws to fix the sensor print on the mounting frame.
9. Connect now the cable with the 4 pin terminal on the sensor print.
10. Then carefully put the magnetic cover on the sensor print. 

To dismount the room sensor follow these steps:
1. Remove carefully the magnetic cover from the sensor print.
2. Then unscrew all cables connected to the 4 pin terminal on the sensor print.
3. Then release the two diagonal screws to release the sensor print and the frame form the mounting plate.
4. Remove the sensor print and the frame from the mounting plate.
5. Unscrew the mounting plate from the wall.
6. Remove the mounting plate from the wall.
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4.3 In-wall mounting of active room controllers
Our active room controllers are designed to be mounted into a standard flush mount socket outlet in the wall. 

If you use our RS485 products, use this mounting advice:
1. Cable the 4 pin incoming connector with the corresponding cable in your socket outlet.
2. Cable the 4 pin outgoing connector with the corresponding cable in your socket outlet.
3. Or mount a RS485 bus terminator, if it is the last device on your RS485 line.
4. Set the DIP switch on the room controller print to your needs.
5. Plug the two connectors into the room controller print.
6. Unscrew the two screws to place the room controller print onto the socket.
4. Place the room controller print on the socket and screw the two screws.
5. Check whether the room controller print is really mounted horizontally.
6. Then carefully put the magnetic cover on the room controller print. 

     
   

To dismount the room controller print follow these steps:
1. Remove carefully the magnetic cover from the room controller print.
2. Then release the screws on the socket a little bit.
3. Remove the room controller print from the socket.
4. Disconnect the two connectors on the back side of the room controller print.
5. Remove the two connectors from the cables in your socket outlet.
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4.4 In-wall mounting of active room sensors
Our active room sensors are designed to be mounted into a standard flush mount socket outlet in the wall. 

If you use our RS485 products, use this mounting advice:
1. Cable the 4 pin incoming connector with the corresponding cable in your socket outlet.
2. Cable the 4 pin outgoing connector with the corresponding cable in your socket outlet.
3. Or mount a RS485 bus terminator, if it is the last device on your RS485 line.
4. Set the DIP switch on the room sensor print to your needs.
5. Plug the two connectors into the room sensor print.
6. Unscrew the two screws to place the room sensor print onto the socket.
4. Place the room sensor print on the socket and screw the two screws.
5. Check whether the room sensor print is really mounted horizontally.
6. Then carefully put the magnetic cover on the room sensor print. 

     
   

To dismount the room sensor print follow these steps:
1. Remove carefully the magnetic cover from the room sensor print.
2. Then release the screws on the socket a little bit.
3. Remove the room sensor print from the socket.
4. Disconnect the two connectors on the back side of the room sensor print.
5. Remove the two connectors from the cables in your socket outlet.
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5 General technical data
In this section you will find all technical data which is common to all room sensors and controllers. In the specific  
sections of the individual room sensors or controllers you will find only the differences and extensions to this standard  
description.

5.1 Basic technical data & connectors

5.1.1 In-wall passive room sensors

Sensor types

RESI-RS-P-PC-xxx-IW PT100 Class A RTD sensor element

RESI-RS-P-PM-xxx-IW PT1000 Class A RTD sensor element

RESI-RS-P-ND-xxx-IW NI1000-DIN43760 RTD sensor element

General

Storage temperature -20...85 °C

Operating temperature 0...60 °C

Humidity 25...90% RH non-condensing

Protection class IP20 (EN 60529)

Dimensions LxWxH Base print: 71mmx71mmx20mm

Cover plate: depends on design

Installation in a flush-mounted box

Approvals

CE conformity Yes

Terminals

RESI-RS-P-PC-xxx-IW

RESI-RS-P-PM-xxx-IW

RESI-RS-P-ND-xxx-IW

Sensor signals via one plug-in 4-pin terminal block. 

Pin 1: TA1

Pin 2: TA2

Pin 3: TB1

Pin 4: TB2

Terminal type: RM3.5

Terminal type RM3.5 Cable cross section: max. 1.5 mm², max. 16AWG

Screw: M2

Tightening torque: max. 0.2Nm, max. 1.77 Lb-in
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5.1.2 On-wall passive room sensors

Sensor types

RESI-RS-P-PC-xxx-OW PT100 Class A RTD sensor element

RESI-RS-P-PM-xxx-OW PT1000 Class A RTD sensor element

RESI-RS-P-ND-xxx-OW NI1000-DIN43760 RTD sensor element

General

Storage temperature -20...85 °C

Operating temperature 0...60 °C

Humidity 25...90% RH non-condensing

Protection class IP20 (EN 60529)

Dimensions LxWxH Mounting plate: 77mmx77mm

Base print: 55mmx55mm

Cover plate: GIRA E2 Frame 80mmx80mm

Installation on a wall

Approvals

CE conformity Yes

Terminals

RESI-RS-P-PC-xxx-OW

RESI-RS-P-PM-xxx-OW

RESI-RS-P-ND-xxx-OW

Sensor signals via one fix 4-pin terminal block. 

Pin 1: TA1

Pin 2: TA2

Pin 3: TB1

Pin 4: TB2

Terminal type: RM3.5

Terminal type RM3.5 Cable cross section: max. 1.5 mm², max. 16AWG

Screw: M2

Tightening torque: max. 0.2Nm, max. 1.77 Lb-in
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5.1.3 In-wall active room controller

Sensor types

RESI-RC-CU1-MB-xxx

RESI-RC-CU2-MB-xx

Power supply

Supply voltage 12-48 V = +/- 10%

Voltage LED indicator No

Power consumption see individual technical data for specific room controller

Serial interface

Protocols MODBUS/RTU slave or ASCII text protocol

Type RS485

Baud rate 300 to 256000bd

Data bits 8 bits

Parity none, even or odd

Stop bits 1 or 2 bits

LED indicator No

Push buttons

RESI-RC-CU1-MB-xxx 3

RESI-RC-CU2-MB-xx 6

Each push button has ist own mono color LED

LED colors RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, WHITE

Potentiometer

RESI-RC-CU1-MB-xxx 2

RESI-RC-CU2-MB-xx 0

Different potentiometer designs available

Ambient frame LEDs Yes, 4 RGB dimmable LEDs

Buzzer Yes

Optional Equipment

RESI-RC-CUx-MB-xx-T

Temperature sensor SI7051, -40..+125°C, ±0.1°C

RESI-RC-CUx-MB-xx-TH

Temperature sensor 1 SI7051, -40..+125°C, ±0.1°C

Temperature sensor 2 BME280, -40..+85°C, ±1.0°C (0..65°C)

Relative humidity sensor BME280, 0..100%rH, ±3%rH, Hysteresis ±1.5%rH

Air pressure sensor BME280, 300..1100hPa 

Internal calculation of absolute humidity, dew point, altitude over sea level
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RESI-RC-CUx-MB-xx-AQ

Temperature sensor 1 SI7051, -40..+125°C, ±0.1°C

Temperature sensor 2 BME680, -40..+85°C, ±1.0°C (0..65°C)

Relative humidity sensor BME680, 0..100%rH, ±3%rH, Hysteresis ±1.5%rH

Air pressure sensor BME680, 300..1100hPa 

Gas sensor Yes, air quality index 0..500

Internal calculation of absolute humidity, dew point, altitude over sea level, air quality

General

Storage temperature -20...85 °C

Operating temperature 0...60 °C

Humidity 25...90% RH non-condensing

Protection class IP20 (EN 60529)

Dimensions LxWxH Base Print: 71mmx71mmx32mm

Cover plate: depends on design

Installation in a flush-mounted box

Approvals

CE conformity Yes

Terminals

RESI-RC-CU1-MB-xxx

RESI-RC-CU2-MB-xxx

Power+RS485 signals via two plug-in 4-pin terminal blocks. 

Pin 1: L+: 12-48V= power supply

Pin 2: A+: RS485 DATA+ signal

Pin 3: B-: RS485 DATA- signal

Pin 4: M-: Ground for power supply

Terminal type: RM3.5

Terminal type RM3.5 Cable cross section: max. 1.5 mm², max. 16AWG

Screw: M2

Tightening torque: max. 0.2Nm, max. 1.77 Lb-in
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5.1.4 In-wall active room sensors

Sensor types

RESI-RS-T1-MB-dd Room sensor for temperature 

RESI-RS-TH1-MB-dd Room sensor for temperature, rel. humidity, air pressure

Internal calculation of abs. humidity, dew point, height above sea level

RESI-RS-AQ1-MB-dd Room sensor for temperature, rel. humidity, air pressure 

and gas resistance

Internal calculation of abs. humidity, dew point, height above sea level

VOC and air quality index

RESI-RS-CO2-MB-dd Room sensor for CO2

RESI-RS-CO2AQ1-MB-dd Room sensor for temperature, rel. humidity, air pressure, gas 

resistance and CO2

Internal calculation of abs. humidity, dew point, height above sea level

CO2 percentage dissatisfied, VOC and air quality index

Power supply

Supply voltage 12-48 V = +/- 10%

Voltage LED indicator No

Power consumption see individual technical data for specific room sensor

Serial interface

Protocols MODBUS/RTU slave or ASCII text protocol

Type RS485

Baud rate 300 to 256000bd

Data bits 8 bits

Parity none, even or odd

Stop bits 1 or 2 bits

LED indicator No

Ambient frame LEDs Yes, 4 RGB dimmable LEDs

Buzzer Yes

Optional Equipment

RESI-RS-T1-MB-dd

Temperature sensor SI7051, -40..+125°C, ±0.1°C

RESI-RS-TH1-MB-dd

Temperature sensor 1 SI7051, -40..+125°C, ±0.1°C

Temperature sensor 2 BME280, -40..+85°C, ±1.0°C (0..65°C)

Relative humidity sensor BME280, 0..100%rH, ±3%rH, Hysteresis ±1.5%rH

Air pressure sensor BME280, 300..1100hPa 

Internal calculation of absolute humidity, dew point, altitude over sea level
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RESI-RS-AQ1-MB-dd

Temperature sensor 1 SI7051, -40..+125°C, ±0.1°C

Temperature sensor 2 BME680, -40..+85°C, ±1.0°C (0..65°C)

Relative humidity sensor BME680, 0..100%rH, ±3%rH, Hysteresis ±1.5%rH

Air pressure sensor BME680, 300..1100hPa 

Gas sensor Yes, air quality index 0..500

Internal calculation of absolute humidity, dew point, altitude over sea level, air quality

RESI-RS-CO2-MB-dd

CO2 sensor CDM7160, detection range 300..5000ppm, ±(50ppm+3% of reading)

pressure dependency: 1% of reading/kPa pressure change

Internal calculation of CO2 percentage dissatisfied 

RESI-RS-CO2AQ1-MB-dd

CO2 sensor CDM7160, detection range 300..5000ppm, ±(50ppm+3% of reading)

pressure dependency: 1% of reading/kPa pressure change

Temperature sensor 1 SI7051, -40..+125°C, ±0.1°C

Temperature sensor 2 BME680, -40..+85°C, ±1.0°C (0..65°C)

Relative humidity sensor BME680, 0..100%rH, ±3%rH, Hysteresis ±1.5%rH

Air pressure sensor BME680, 300..1100hPa 

Gas sensor Yes, air quality index 0..500

Internal calculation of absolute humidity, dew point, altitude over sea level, air quality, CO2 percentage dissatisfied 

General

Storage temperature -20...85 °C

Operating temperature 0...60 °C

Humidity 25...90% RH non-condensing

Protection class IP20 (EN 60529)

Dimensions LxWxH Base Print: 71mmx71mmx32mm

Cover plate: depends on design

Installation in a flush-mounted box

Approvals

CE conformity Yes

Terminals

RESI-RS-T1-MB-dd

RESI-RS-TH1-MB-dd

RESI-RS-AQ1-MB-dd

RESI-RS-CO2-MB-dd

RESI-RS-CO2AQ1-MB-dd

Power+RS485 signals via two plug-in 4-pin terminal blocks. 

Pin 1: L+: 12-48V= power supply

Pin 2: A+: RS485 DATA+ signal

Pin 3: B-: RS485 DATA- signal

Pin 4: M-: Ground for power supply

Terminal type: RM3.5

Terminal type RM3.5 Cable cross section: max. 1.5 mm², max. 16AWG

Screw: M2

Tightening torque: max. 0.2Nm, max. 1.77 Lb-in
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6 Cabling of RS485 room sensors & room controller
Our series of RS485 room controllers and room sensors use 12-48V= power supply and a two wire RS485 serial 
interface to communicate with the host system. Due to RS485 restrictions, the installation must be in line topology. All 
other typologies are forbidden!

Use a  standard JY (ST) Y 2x2x0,8mm² cable for RS485 bus line. Don't forget, that RS485 needs on both ends a 
correct bus termination. The maximum cable length is 1200m. Consider also the power loss over a long distance,  
when you use only a cable diameter of 0.8mm².

A
+

B
-

M
-

RS485 BUS
Temination

HOST

 

Figure: Line topology for RS485 bus

All of our products offer two removable plugs to ease installation of the bus line in the sockets:

to previous
unit

   
 

to next
unit

     

Figure: Incoming and outgoing bus line for RS485
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6.1 RESI-RC-CUx-MB-xxx, RESI-RS-ss-MD-dd
SERIAL PROTOCOL

As mentioned our room controllers and room sensors support either MODBUS/RTU or a simple ASCII text protocol.

6.1.1 MODBUS/RTU protocol
All of our serial room sensors and room controllers  communicate with a host system with the MODBUS/RTU slave 
protocol (RS232 or RS485 variants). 

For communication via ASCII texts, ASCII messages with a special start character # (0x23, 35dec) and special end  
characters (0x0d, 13dec or CARRIAGE RETURN) are sent from the host to the module. The module also sends its  
responses with this special start and end character. See the ASCII command description below. In ASCII mode you 
can communicate with or without a bus number.

The following MODBUS functions are available for communication via MODBUS/RTU or MODBUS/TCP:

READ COIL STATUS (function code: 1)
READ INPUT STATUS (function code: 2)
READ HOLDING REGISTER (function code: 3)
READ INPUT REGISTER (function code: 4)
FORCE SINGLE COIL (function code: 5)
PRESET SINGLE REGISTER (function code: 6)
FORCE MULTIPLE COILS (function code: 15)
PRESET MULTIPLE REGISTERS (function code: 16)

Note:
The functions READ HOLDING REGISTER and PRESET MULTIPLE REGISTERS are limited to max. 125 registers 
limited per request! The functions READ INPUT STATUS, READ COIL STATUS and FORCE MULTIPLE COILS are 
limited to 2000 coils or inputs (bits) per data frame.
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6.1.1.1 HOWTO map values to MODBUS registers
MODBUS is an international standard for communication between host systems like PLCs, DDCs or Industrial PCs 
and peripheral components or sensors. 

More details about the MODBUS standard and the MODBUS protocol can be found here:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/  Modbus  
http://www.modbus.org/

You can find a documentation about this in the internet called “PI_MBUS_300.pdf”, which describes the MODBUS 
protocol pretty good.

There are three different MODBUS protocol versions available:
MODBUS/TCP: Used for communication with TCP/IP systems
MODBUS/RTU: A binary version of the MODBUS protocol
MODBUS/ASCII: An ASCII text based version of the protocol

To communicate,  our RESI-xxx-SIO converters have either a RS232 interface to communicate 1 to 1, which means 
one MODBUS/RTU master (your host system) can talk to exact one MODBUS/RTU slave, or a RS485 to offer a one to  
many communication. Here one MODBUS/RTU master can communicate with a maximum of 255 MODBUS/RTU 
slaves. In older host systems the limit is 32 slaves. This depends on the capabilities of the RS485 driver IC in the host  
system. Our converters are able to use 256 communication partners on a RS485 line.

Our RESI-xxx-ETH converters can communicate with MODBUS/TCP protocol. A MODBUS/TCP system consists out 
of one TCP server which is in fact our gateway and at least one to n MODBUS/TCP clients. This will be your host. Our  
converters can connect only to one TCP client at a time.

To communicate the converters use an Ethernet interface. 

MODBUS unit:
The MODBUS protocol demands a unique address of a MODBUS slave to address this special slave. This address is  
called MODBUS unit. The range of this address is from 0 to 255. Usually 0 is not used in applications. We use 0 for 
broadcast functions.
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6.1.1.2 MODBUS query response cycle
MODBUS is a master slave protocol. This means, the master (your host system) has to send a protocol to a specific  
MODBUS slave (one of our converters), then this specific slave answers to the master, and then the master asks the 
next slave. The address of the slave is the so-called device address or unit address, which we mentioned before. See  
the below graphic, how a basic MODBUS request and response cycle looks like.
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6.1.1.3 MODBUS/RTU telegram structure
A MODBUS/RTU protocol frame consists out of the following fields:
START: There is no specific start character, so a pause of four character timings depending on the baud rate of your  

communication  must  be  established.  This  means  at  least  for  four  characters,  that  there  must  be  no 
communication on the serial line! 

ADDRESS: This is the unit address of the slave, the master wants to talk to. It’s a number between 0 and 255.
FUNCTION: This defines the type of data communication, the master wants to handle with the slave. Refer to the  

next pages for a detailed description of the functions.
DATA: This is a block of individual data bytes.
CRC CHECK: This is the checksum, to let the master and slave check, if the received protocol is correct and without  

communication errors.
END: Same as the start condition. Again there must not be communicated for at least 4 character times on the serial  

line.

IMPORTANT HINT: If there is more than one MODBUS slave on a serial line, the pausing of the START and END  
sequence  are  essential  to  re  synchronize  the  slaves  in  case  of  data  loss.  If  the  host  doesn’t  keep  this  gaps,  
communication with the slaves can be corrupted or impossible! 
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6.1.1.4 MODBUS commands
The MODBUS standard defines many available commands . But not all systems handle the complete spectrum of 
telegrams. Our converter handles only all telegrams necessary for using holding and INPUT registers.

We support 
03 READ HOLDING REGISTER
04 READ INPUT REGISTER
06 PRESET SINGLE REGISTER
16 PRESET MULTIPLE REGISTER

IMPORTANT HINT: All other protocols are ignored by our converters. 

So what are HOLDING REGISTERs ?
According to the MODBUS standard, a MODBUS/RTU slave can hold up to 65535 HOLDING registers.  Each holding 
register is a 16 bit register, capable for integer values between 0 and 65535 or in hexadecimal from 0x0000 to 0xFFFF. 
A MODBUS/RTU master system can read and write the contents of those registers.

IMPORTANT HINT:
A MODBUS/RTU master can read and write into this registers with a 16 bit index, called the 
starting address. The problem is the definition of the starting address. A 16 bit value can store the values from 0 to 
65535.  But  according the MODBUS standard the registers  are  numbered from 1 to  65536.  So,  if  the MODBUS 
standard talks about register 1, an index of 0 must be used as start address in the telegram. You have to check 
carefully, how this index is interpreted by the manufacturers’ documentation.

Whenever  you  get  a  description  of  registers  for  a  MODBUS  device,  the  first  question  to  solve  is:  How is  the  
enumeration of the registers done?! Does the author use base=0, then he talks about the real start  index of the 
telegram. Does the author mean base=1, conforming to naming conventions of the MODBUS consortium, then you 
have to subtract 1 before using this address in your telegrams.
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IMPORTANT HINT:
If we display a holding register address like 4x00009 in our tool, we assume base=1 conforming to the standard. So 
your host system has to send the start index 00008 decimal to read out the correct register.

Start Index (Base=0) MODBUS  Register 
(Base=1)

Description

0 1 The first holding register

1 2 The second holding register

2 3 The third holding register

… …

65534 65535 The  penultimate  holding 
register

65535 65536 The last holding register

6.1.1.5 MODBUS 16 bit holding register structure
Here we give a brief introduction, how to build the contents of a MODBUS holding register, and how a hexadecimal  
writing of a 16 bit register looks like. We assume, that the user is familiar to hexadecimal and binary number systems 
and also how a computer stores data into its internal memory.

For more details consult the internet:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hexadecimal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_number

Usually  a  hexadecimal  digit  describes  4  bits.  So  we  can  group  the  16  bits  into  4  hexadecimal  digits  named 
H3,H2,H1,H0. This means eg. the hexadecimal number 0xABCD  stands for H3=A, H2=B, H1=C, H0=D.

16 Bit HOLDING Register

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
MSB LSB

H0H1H2H3
0xA=1010 binary, 10 dec, 0xB=1011,11 dec, 0xC=1100,12 dec and 0xD=1101, 13 dec. So the resulting binary number 
is 1010101111001101b or 43981 decimal.
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See this graphical explanation, how the number is stored:

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
MSB LSB

DCBA

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

6.1.1.6 MODBUS big vs. least significant byte order
Now the first problem for a host system arises:
If we take the 16 bit number 0xABCD, we have to use 2 bytes to store this value internally. There are two  
concurrent versions of how to store this value in the RAM:

INTEL byte order, Little endian systems store the least significant byte first. So a memory map for 0xABCD 
look like:

CD
AB

Memory address 0
Memory address 1

MOTOROLA byte order, Big endian systems store the most significant byte first. So a memory map for 0xABCD look 
like:

AB
CD

Memory address 0
Memory address 1

Consult the internet for more details about this storage system.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endianness

6.1.1.7 MODBUS storing larger data into 16 bit registers
After years, the market found out, that the capabilities of storing only 16 bit numbers into one holding register is not  
enough for many applications. The most common solution to store more than 16 bit values into holding registers is to 
use more than one register to hold the value. For storing e.g. a 32 bit value, we use two consecutive 16 bit holding  
registers, for storing a 32 bit float value we also use also two consecutive 16 bit registers!

We want to store the 32 bit integer value 0x12345678 into two consecutive holding registers starting at 4x00020. The  
memory map of the holding registers look like:

0x1234Holding Register 4x00020Start Index 19

16 bit value

0x5678Holding Register 4x00021Start Index 20

But again, we can also store the reverse word order into two consecutive registers. Then the result looks like this:

0x5678Holding Register 4x00020Start Index 19

16 bit value

0x1234Holding Register 4x00021Start Index 20
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So none of the above mentioned orders is better than the other. It depends only on the programmer, how the 32 bit  
value is treated.

Be aware, that both systems (host and converter) have to treat the 32 bit value in the same way. Otherwise you will 
read out wrong data! We will discuss this issue later in combination with 32 bit float numbers.

Our converter uses the second described way to store 32 bit values. We follow the little endian strategy of INTEL 
systems and store 0x5678 into the first HOLDING register, and then we store 0x1234 in the consecutive register.

6.1.1.8 MODBUS datatypes in our converters
Our converter supports the following data types for storing MBUS values into MODBUS registers.
16 bit signed binary: This is an integer number between -32767..0..+32768 or 0x0000 to 0xFFFF hex. This number 

needs exactly one HOLDING register.

32 bit  singed binary:  This  is  an integer  number  between -2,147,483,647..0..+2,147,483,648  or  0x00000000 to 
0xFFFFFFFF hex.  This number needs two consecutive holding registers. We store the least significant word first.  
The serial number 2544082 is in hex 0x26D1D2. This leads to the following HOLDING register layout:

0xD1D2 or 53714 decHolding Register 4x00001Start Index 0

16 bit value

0x0026 or 38 decHolding Register 4x00002Start Index 1

32 bit IEEE floating point: This is a float number using 32 bit.  As before, this float needs two consecutive holding 
registers. We store the least significant word first. The energy value of 6632480,00 is defined in 32 bit hex with  
0x4ACA6840. This leads to the following HOLDING register layout. For more details search in the internet or  
consult  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_floating_point or  try  out  some  float  values  and  their  hexadecimal 
representation under http://www.h-schmidt.net/FloatConverter/IEEE754.html

0x6840Holding Register 4x00001Start Index 0

16 bit value

0x4ACAHolding Register 4x00002Start Index 1
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32 bit IEEE floating point inverse: This is a float number using 32 bit.  Again this float needs two consecutive 
holding registers.  We store the least  significant  word first.  The energy value of  6632480,00 is in 32 bit  hex  
0x4ACA6840. This means the following HOLDING register layout. For more details search in the internet or 
consult  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_floating_point or  try  out  some  float  values  and  their  hexadecimal 
representation under http://www.h-schmidt.net/FloatConverter/IEEE754.html

0x4ACAHolding Register 4x00001Start Index 0

16 bit value

0x6840Holding Register 4x00002Start Index 1

IMPORTANT HINT:
32 bit floats are very tricky! Eg. The value 3,5351799 is represented internally as 0x40624063. But the reverse word  
order (if the host reads out the wrong register indexes or the host corrupts the word order) 0x40634062 leads to the  
float number 3,5508046. So this error in your software is very hard to find! Be very cautious, which register indexes 
you read and how the word order of the two registers are interpreted.

32 bit date&time: This is a compressed format using 32 bit.  Again the least significant word is stored into the first 
register. The structure of the 32 bits are: 
Bits 0..7: minute
Bits 8..15: hour
Bits 16..20: day
Bits 21..24: month
Bits 25..31: year
The current date & time “07.04.00 01:13” is represented hexadecimal with 0x0087010d (8847628dec) and stored 
as followed:

0x010DHolding Register 4x00001Start Index 0

16 bit value

0x0087Holding Register 4x00002Start Index 1
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6.1.1.9 MODBUS datatype storage and common pitfalls
In general MODBUS uses 16 bit wide registers. So if you use only datatypes, which needs also only one register, the 
mapping is easy. But as soon as you use datatypes, e.g. UINT32, which need two or more MODBUS registers, you  
can map the values in different ways.

We do a simple sample. We want to store the 32 bit unsigned integer value in hexadecimal 0x12345678 in MODBUS 
holding registers starting with index 4x00010. The mapping can be done in two different ways:

MODBUS 
Register

Storage of UINT32 datatype

4x00010
I:9

The high word of the 32 bit value 0x12345678 is stored in the first 16 bit wide MODBUS register. 
This means the value 0x1234 is stored here.

4x00011
I:10

The low word of the 32 bit value 0x12345678 is stored in the second 16 bit wide MODBUS 
register. This means the value 0x5678 is stored here.

But it is only one possibility, that we store the high word in the first MODBUS register. With the same right, we can  
define to store the low word in the first register, and the high word in the second. 

The result will look like this:
MODBUS 
Register

Storage of UINT32R datatype

4x00010
I:9

The low word of the 32 bit value 0x12345678 is stored in the first 16 bit wide MODBUS register. 
This means the value 0x5678 is stored here.

4x00011
I:10

The high word of the 32 bit value 0x12345678 is stored in the second 16 bit wide MODBUS 
register. This means the value 0x1234 is stored here.

More complicated is the storage of a FLOAT32 value into two consecutive holding registers. We use a standard room 
temperature e.g. 23,45 °C as a value, we want to store into two registers.

First we have to translate this value into a valid IEE754 float value. Therefore we use a perfect site in the internet  
(http://www.h-schmidt.net/FloatConverter/IEEE754.html):

We enter  the  value  23.45  and  we get  a  32 bit  hexadecimal  representation  of  the  float  value.  It  is  the  number  
0x41BB999A. Now we store this value in the same way, we have stored the UINT32 value into two registers:

MODBUS 
Register

Storage of FLOAT32 datatype

4x00010
I:9

The high word of the 32 bit float value 0x41BB999A is stored in the first 16 bit wide MODBUS 
register. This means the value 0x41BB is stored here.

4x00011
I:10

The low word of the 32 bit float value 0x41BB999A is stored in the second 16 bit wide MODBUS 
register. This means the value 0x999A is stored here.

But we can also use the reverse notation:

MODBUS 
Register

Storage of FLOAT32R datatype

4x00010
I:9

The low word of the 32 bit float value 0x41BB999A is stored in the first 16 bit wide MODBUS 
register. This means the value 0x999A is stored here.

4x00011
I:10

The high word of the 32 bit float value 0x41BB999A is stored in the second 16 bit wide MODBUS 
register. This means the value 0x41BB is stored here.
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Now we show a common pitfall in writing and reading more than one MODBUS register and rebuilding a value. We 
use a different float value. In hexadecimal it is 0x41BC41BB. Again we use the online converter:

You notice, the float value is 23.532095.

Now we store it with HIGH word first into two registers:

MODBUS 
Register

Storage of FLOAT32 datatype

4x00010
I:9

HIGH WORD

The high word of the 32 bit float value 0x41BC41BB is stored in the first 16 bit wide MODBUS 
register. This means the value 0x41BC is stored here.

4x00011
I:10

LOW WORD

The low word of the 32 bit float value 0x41BC41BB is stored in the second 16 bit wide MODBUS 
register. This means the value 0x41BB is stored here.

But now we make a very big mistake,  we read the two registers and restore the hexadecimal value in our host  
software in the reverse word order. First low word, then high word. The result is the 32 bit value 0x41BB41BC instead  
the correct value 0x41BC41BB. Then we convert this into an IEE754 float value. 

The result is 23.407097. This is not far away from the original number of 23.532095! So this massive software error 
can be undiscovered for a long time. Only if  the reverse float value generates numbers which are physically not  
possible for the measured signal, this error is discovered!
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6.1.1.10 MODBUS data type table
The following table shows, how more complex data types are stored in successive 16 bit holding or input registers  
within the MODBUS registers.:

MODBUS
DATATYPE

SIZE WORD 
ORDER

DESCRIPTION

UINT16 16 bits
1 register

none Defines a 16 bit unsigned integer value in the range of 0 to 
65535 or 0x0000 to 0xFFFF

SINT16 16 bits
1 register

none Defines a 16 bit signed integer value in the range of -32768 
to +32767 or 0x8000 to 0x7FFF

UINT32 32 bits
2 register

0:High Word
1:Low Word

Defines a 32 bit unsigned integer value in the range of 0 to 
4.294.967.295 or 0x00000000 to 0xFFFFFFFF

SINT32 32 bits
2 register

0:High Word
1:Low Word

Defines a 32 bit signed integer value in the range of 
−2.147.483.648 to +2.147.483.647or 0x80000000 to 
0x7FFFFFFF

UINT32R 32 bits
2 register

0:Low Word
1:High Word

Defines a 32 bit unsigned integer value in the range of 0 to 
4.294.967.295 or 0x00000000 to 0xFFFFFFFF with reverse 
word order

SINT32R 32 bits
2 register

0:Low Word
1:High Word

Defines a 32 bit signed integer value in the range of 
−2.147.483.648 to +2.147.483.647or 0x80000000 to 
0x7FFFFFFF with reverse word order

FLOAT32 32 bits
2 register

0:High Word
1:Low Word

Defines a 32 bit float value in the range of ±1.4·10−45 to 
±3.403·1038. A mantissa of 23 bits and an exponent of 8 bits 
are used. The value can store 7 to 8 digits after the comma.

FLOAT32R 32 bits
2 register

0:Low Word
1:High Word

Defines a 32 bit float value in the range of ±1.4·10−45 to 
±3.403·1038. A mantissa of 23 bits and an exponent of 8 bits 
are used. The value can store 7 to 8 digits after the comma. 
The two 16 bit words are stored in reverse order.

DOUBLE64 64 bits
4 register

0:Highest 
Word
1:Higher Word
2:Lower Word
3:Lowest 
Word

Defines a 64 bit float value in the range of ±4.24·10−324 to 
±1,798·10308. A mantissa of 52 bits and an exponent of 11 
bits are used. The value can store 15 to 16 digits after the 
comma.

DOUBLE64R 64 bits
4 register

0:Lowest 
Word
1:Lower Word
2:Higher Word
3:Highest 
Word

Defines a 64 bit float value in the range of ±4.24·10−324 to 
±1,798·10308. A mantissa of 52 bits and an exponent of 11 
bits are used. The value can store 15 to 16 digits after the 
comma. The four 16 bit words are stored in reverse order.
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6.1.1.11 MODBUS table 
COILS (1x) & INPUTS (2x)
The module holds internally a list of 1 bit coil and input register. Those registers can be read by the host with the  
function READ COIL STATUS (function code: 1). If the register can also be modified by the host, the host can use the  
functions FORCE SINGLE COIL (function code: 5) and FORCE MULTIPLE COILS (function code: 15). 

In addition the SAME registers are also readable over the function READ INPUT STATUS (function code: 2). This is for 
host systems, which do not support all MODBUS/RTU functions properly.

The MODBUS convention defines 65535 possible coils with the notation 1x00001 to 1x65536. Inputs are usually noted 
with 2x00001 to 2x65536. Please refer the software MODBUS POLL as a sample for this notation. Internally in the 
MODBUS/RTU frames an index notation is used, which starts with 0 and ends with 65535. So we decided to note in  
the following document a register with: 1x00100 for the coil 100, 2x00100 as a hint, that you can read this register also 
as the input 100, and in addition also the real index of the protocol index 99 with the notation I:99.

HOLDING REGISTER (3x) & INPUT REGISTER (4x)
The module holds internally a list of 16 bit wide holding register. Those registers can be read by the host with the  
function READ HOLDING REGISTER (function code: 3). If the register can also be modified by the host, the host can 
use the functions PRESET SINGLE REGISTER (function code: 6) and PRESET MULTIPLE REGISTERS (function 
code: 16). 

In addition the SAME holding registers are also readable over the function READ INPUT REGISTER (function code: 
4). This is for host systems, which do not support all MODBUS/RTU functions properly.

The MODBUS convention defines 65535 possible holding register with the notation 4x00001 to 4x65536. Input register 
are usually noted with 3x00001 to 3x65536. Please refer the software MODBUS POLL as a sample for this notation. 
Internally in the MODBUS/RTU frames an index notation is used, which starts with 0 and ends with 65535. So we 
decided to note in the following document a register with: 4x00100 for the holding register 100, 3x00100 as a hint, that 
you can read this register also as the input register 100, and in addition also the real index of the protocol index 99 
with the notation I:99.
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6.1.2 ASCII protocol
All of our room sensors or room controllers  communicate with very simple ASCII commands. The following special 
characters are used in this description:

# stands for the hash sign ASCII character 35dec or 0x23
: stands for the colon ASCII characters 58dec or 0x3A
= stands for the equal sign with the ASCII code 61ec or 0x3D
- stands for the minus sign with the ASCII code 45dec or 0x2D
, stands for the comma with the ASCII code 44dec or 0x2C
<CR> or CR stands for the CARRIAGE RETURN ASCII character 13dec or 0x0D. This is shown as CR in the following.
<SP> or  stands for SPACE. This is the space in ASCII code 32dec or 0x20. The space is shown as , hereinafter.
In the following  <ADR> is used for the  bus address.  This can be transmitted in decimal or hexadecimal and is 
separated from the following command with a comma (ASCII  characters 44dec or  0x2C).  Hexadecimal  numbers 
always start with 0x. Only the ASCII characters '0' - '9' 48dec to 57dec, 0x30-0x39 and 'A' to 'F', 65dec to 70dec, 0x41-
0x46 may be used. Each module always responds to broadcast address 0 and its own bus address. An external DIP 
switch can be used to quickly switch between the fixed bus address 255 and the programmed bus address. See the  
DIP switch description.

6.1.2.1 COMMUNICATION SEQUENCE
In principle, the room sensor or controller does not send any characters by itself. Communication always starts from 
the host. If only one room sensor or room controller is used on a bus line (e.g. with RS232 interface), there is no need 
for a bus address in the protocol. In RS485 mode, however, several modules can be connected on an RS485 line.  
Then a bus address is absolutely necessary for communication.

The command structure looks like this:

The host sends a command or a command with parameters without a bus address:
#<command><CR> or
#<command>:<parameter><CR>

The module responds when it feels addressed with the telegram:
#<respond><CR>

The host sends the following to the module with the bus address:
#<ADR>,<command><CR> or
#<ADR>,<command>:<parameter><CR>

The module then replies with:
#<ADR>,<reply><CR>

The bus address is in the range from 1dec to 255dec or 0x00 to 0xFF hexadecimal. The setting is made using our free 
configuration software MODBUSConfigurator or our free LIBRE OFFICE® based configurator. 

There are two spellings for each command. A long version and a short version, so that you have to send less. For 
example, you can query the software version with the VERSION command or with the VER command.
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6.1.2.2 Example: Query VERSION
This command provides the current type of the module.

Long host version:
#VERSION<CR> or 
#<ADR>,VERSION<CR>

Short host version:
#VER<CR> oder 
#<ADR>,VER<CR>

Reply:
#VERSION:<HIGH>.<MED>.<LOW><CR> oder 
#<ADR>,VERSION:<HIGH>,<MED>,<LOW><CR>

<HIGH>.<MED>.<LOW> represents the current software version, e.g. 3.0.0

Examples:
 #VERSIONCR

 #VERSION:3.0.0CR

With broadcast address in decimal and long version:
 #0,VERSIONCR

 #0,VERSION:3.0.0CR

With broadcast address in hexadecimal and short version:
 #0x00,VERCR

 #0x00,VERSION:3.0.0CR

With bus address 255 in decimal
 #255,VERCR

 #255,VERSION:3.0.0CR

With bus address 255 in hexadecimal
 #0xFF,VERSIONCR

 #0xFF,VERSION:3.0.0CR

With bus address 43 in decimal
 #43,VERCR

 #43,VERSION:3.0.0CR

With bus address 43 in hexadecimal
 #0x2B,VERCR

 #0x2B,VERSION:3.0.0CR
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6.1.2.3 Example: Query module TYPE
This command provides the current type of the module.

Long host version:
#TYPE<CR> or 
#<ADR>,TYPE<CR>

Host short version:
#TYP<CR> or 
#<ADR>,TYP<CR>

Respond:
#TYPE:<TYP><CR> or 
#<ADR>,TYPE:<TYP><CR>

<TYP> represents the current type of the module. A RESI-2RI-SIO is shown as an example

Examples:
 #TYPECR

 #TYPE:RESI-2RI-SIOCR

 #255,TYPCR

 #255,TYPE:RESI-2RI-SIOCR

6.1.2.4 Table of all ASCII commands
In this list you will find all possible ASCII commands. Only the version including the bus address is listed here. It has 
already been explained that this can also be omitted. If an argument has the addition dec, it is returned as a decimal  
number. If an argument has the addition hex, a hexadecimal number is returned. Many commands return both the  
decimal and the hexadecimal representation. The host can thus choose which number conversion he would like to  
carry out.

Please refer to the description of individual products for more details about the available ASCII commands.
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6.2 RESI-RC-CUx-MB-xxx, RESI-RS-ss-MB-dd 
SERIAL PARAMETERS

Normally you select the serial parameters via DIP switch for fast use of the room controllers or room sensors. But in  
special cases you will need a different setup for the serial interface. Please find all information here, how you can  
change the serial setup via MODBUS/RTU or ASCII commands.

HINT: This commands are only valid for the room controllers with serial RS485 interface.

6.2.1 Howto change the UnitID of the room sensor/controller
When all DIP switches are set to ON (=15), the room controllers or room sensors will use the Unit ID from the internal  
EEPROM. When you switch all four DIP switches to OFF (=0), the room controllers or room sensors will use the UnitID 
255, 9600 baud, 8 data bits and 1 stop bit.

You can set this Unit ID either with this MODBUS register:

UNIT_ID 200 NO

#MAKRO? #MAKRO?

3x65222
4x65222
I:65221

1,0x0001
B:00 01

UINT16
R/W

f the host reads this register, the current programmed unit ID is returned. All values above unit ID 255 define also the unit ID 255.
If the host write a new value into this register, the new value will be stored in the FLASH as the new unit ID. The new unit ID is activated after a power off/power on cycle or a software reboot of the module. 
The host can execute a reboot in writing to the register RESET SYSTEM.
NOTE:DIP switch 4 must set to OFF to activate this unit ID, otherwise the unit ID is 255.

or you use this ASCII command:

SET MODBUS ADDRESS ASCII NO

UNITID 1
TX #MAKRO?
RX N/A

ASCII
WRITE
COMMAND

#SET MODBUS ADDRESS:<UNITID><CR>
#SETMBADR:<UNITID><CR>
Result:
#OK<CR>

Redefines the unit ID of the module. This change will affect the MODBUS/RTU communication immediately. As a Unit IO you can use the values 0dec to 255dec. 

HINT: The new settings are activated after a system reboot or power off on cycle!

After you changed the Unit ID you have to restart the module to make the changes effective. You can also use the 
MODBUS register for resetting the module:

SOFTWARE RESET
RESET N/A:NO CHANGE NO

Performs a software reset, whenever 1 is written to this register. If the host writes to this register 1, the module executes a soft reset (reboot).

RESET 1:PERFORM RESET NO

Performs a software reset, whenever 1 is written to this register. If the host writes to this register 1, the module executes a soft reset (reboot).

1x60001
2x60001
I:60000

0,0x00
B:00

BIT
R/W

3x60001
4x60001
I:60000

0,0x0000
B:00 00

UINT16
R/W

Or you use the ASCII command:

RESET ASCII NO

TX #MAKRO?
RX N/A

ASCII
WRITE
COMMAND

#RESET<CR>
#RST<CR>
Result:
#OK<CR>

Executes a software reset (Reboot) of the module.

Remember,  only  if  all  DIP Switches are  set  to  ON (=15),  you can use  your  new UnitID.  Otherwise  the module  
communicates with UnitIDs corresponding to the DIP switch setting.
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6.2.2 Howto change the parity+stopbits of the room sensor/controller
Usually the room sensor/controller communicates with communication settings, according to the DIP switch settings. 
But if all DIP switches are ON (=15), all communication parameters are read from the EEPROM:
You can set the parity and the stop bits with this MODBUS register:

PARITY 1:EVEN PARITY NO

#MAKRO? SELECT PARITY

STOP BITS #MAKRO? 2:TWO STOPBITS NO

#MAKRO? SELECT STOPBITS

3x65225
4x65225
I:65224

0,0x0000
B:00 00

UINT16
R/W

If the register is read out, the currently set parity of the serial interface is returned.
Writing a value to this register will change the new parity in FLASH. This will only take effect after a restart of the module. This can be triggered by writing to the RESET SYSTEM register.

Parity values are
0: no parity
1: even parity
2: odd parity

1,0x0001
B:00 01

UINT16
R/W

f the register is read out, the currently set number of stop bits of the serial interface is returned.
Writing a value to this register will change the new number of stop bits in the FLASH. This will only take effect after a restart of the module. This can be triggered by writing to the RESET SYSTEM register.

Values for stop bits are
1: one stop bit
2: two stop bits

or you use this ASCII command:

SET MODBUS PARITY ASCII NO

PARITY NONE:NO PARITY
TX #MAKRO?
RX N/A

SET MODBUS STOPS ASCII NO

STOPBIT ONE:ONE STOPBIT
TX #MAKRO?
RX N/A

ASCII
WRITE
COMMAND

#SET MODBUS PARITY:<PARITY><CR>
#SETMBPAR:<PARITY><CR>
Result:
#OK<CR>

Sets a new parity for the serial interface.
MBParity:
NONE: no parity
EVEN: even parity
ODD: odd parity

HINT: The new setup parameters will be active after a restart of the module.

ASCII
WRITE
COMMAND

#SET MODBUS STOP:<STOPBIT><CR>
#SETMBSTOP:<STOPBIT><CR>
Result:
#OK<CR>

Sets a new amount of stop bits for the serial interface.
MBStops
ONE: one stop bit
TWO: two stop bits

HINT: The new setup parameters will be active after a restart of the module. 

After you changed the two settings you have to restart the module to make the changes effective. You can also use the 
MODBUS register for resetting the module:

SOFTWARE RESET
RESET N/A:NO CHANGE NO

Performs a software reset, whenever 1 is written to this register. If the host writes to this register 1, the module executes a soft reset (reboot).

RESET 1:PERFORM RESET NO

Performs a software reset, whenever 1 is written to this register. If the host writes to this register 1, the module executes a soft reset (reboot).

1x60001
2x60001
I:60000

0,0x00
B:00

BIT
R/W

3x60001
4x60001
I:60000

0,0x0000
B:00 00

UINT16
R/W

Or you use the ASCII command:

RESET ASCII NO

TX #MAKRO?
RX N/A

ASCII
WRITE
COMMAND

#RESET<CR>
#RST<CR>
Result:
#OK<CR>

Executes a software reset (Reboot) of the module.

Remember, the room controllers use this settings only if you have set all DIP switches to ON (=15)!
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6.2.3 Howto change the baud rate of the room sensor/controller
Usually the room sensors or controllers communicate with baud rates selected by the DIP switch positions  0 to 14. 
Only in position 15 (All four DIP switch are ON) the baud rate stored in the EEPROM is used. 

You can set the baud rate with this MODBUS register:

BAUD_RATE 256000 256000 NO

#MAKRO? ENTER BAUD RATE #MAKRO?

HINT:This settings will be active after you repower or reset your device !!

3x65223
4x65223
I:65222

57600,0x0000E100
B:00 00 E1 00

UINT32
R/W

This is the current configured baud rate in the FLASH
For ULTRA SLIM IOs RESI-xxx-SIO: This baudrate is only used, if DIP switch mode DIP1=ON+DIP2=ON (BR) (default is 57600bd)
For BIG IOs RESI-xxx-SIO: This baudrate is only used, if DIP switch mode DIP7=ON (PARAMETER) (default is 57600bd)

Valid baud rates are:
300bd, 600bd, 900bd, 1200bd, 2400bd, 4800bd,
9600bd, 19200bd, 38400bd, 57600bd, 115200bd, 128000bd
230400bd, 250000bd, 256000bd

or you use this ASCII command:

SET MODBUS BAUDRATE ASCII NO

BAUD 57600:57600BD
TX #MAKRO?
RX N/A

ASCII
WRITE
COMMAND

#SET MODBUS BAUDRATE:<BAUD><CR>
#SETMBBAUD:<BAUD><CR>
Result:
#OK<CR>

Sets a new baud rate in the FLASH
For ULTRA SLIM IOs RESI-xxx-SIO: This baudrate is only used, if DIP switch mode DIP1=ON+DIP2=ON (BR) (default is 57600bd)
For BIG IOs RESI-xxx-SIO: This baudrate is only used, if DIP switch mode DIP7=ON (PARAMETER) (default is 57600bd)
The following baudrates are allowed:
300bd, 600bd, 900bd, 1200bd, 2400bd, 4800bd,
9600bd, 19200bd, 38400bd, 57600bd, 115200bd, 128000bd
230400bd, 250000bd, 256000bd

HINT: The new setup parameters will be active after a restart of the module.

After you changed the two settings you have to restart the module to make the changes effective. You can also use the 
MODBUS register for resetting the module:

SOFTWARE RESET
RESET N/A:NO CHANGE NO

Performs a software reset, whenever 1 is written to this register. If the host writes to this register 1, the module executes a soft reset (reboot).

RESET 1:PERFORM RESET NO

Performs a software reset, whenever 1 is written to this register. If the host writes to this register 1, the module executes a soft reset (reboot).

1x60001
2x60001
I:60000

0,0x00
B:00

BIT
R/W

3x60001
4x60001
I:60000

0,0x0000
B:00 00

UINT16
R/W

Or you use the ASCII command:

RESET ASCII NO

TX #MAKRO?
RX N/A

ASCII
WRITE
COMMAND

#RESET<CR>
#RST<CR>
Result:
#OK<CR>

Executes a software reset (Reboot) of the module.

Remember, the room controller uses the new baud rate, if you set the all DIP switches to ON (=15)!
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7 DIP switch settings
Our room sensors and room controllers offer a 4 pin DIP switch for initial setup of the serial connection.

7.1 RESI-RC-CUx-MB-xxx, RESI-RS-ss-MB-dd: DIP switch settings

DIP SWITCH

1 2 3 4 VALUE Description

OFF OFF OFF OFF 0 UnitID: 255, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

ON OFF OFF OFF 1 UnitID: 1, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

OFF ON OFF OFF 2 UnitID: 2, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

ON ON OFF OFF 3 UnitID: 3, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

OFF OFF ON OFF 4 UnitID: 4, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

ON OFF ON OFF 5 UnitID: 5, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

OFF ON ON OFF 6 UnitID: 6, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

ON ON ON OFF 7 UnitID: 7, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

OFF OFF OFF ON 8 UnitID: 8, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

ON OFF OFF ON 9 UnitID: 9, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

OFF ON OFF ON 10 UnitID: 10, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

ON ON OFF ON 11 UnitID: 11, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

OFF OFF ON ON 12 UnitID: 12, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

ON OFF ON ON 13 UnitID: 13, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

OFF ON ON ON 14 UnitID: 14, 9600Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit

ON ON ON ON 15 UnitID, baud rate, parity setting, stop bits are read from EEPROM

always 8 data bits

NOTE After changing the DIP switch, the device will be booted automatically So no voltage 
off/voltage one cycle is necessary. After restarting, all push button LEDs and frame LEDs 
flash briefly to represent the restart sequence.
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8 RESI-RC-CU1-MB-dd-ss

8.1 General information
This series of room controllers offer the following features:

 3 push buttons with integrated LEDs

 Push button LED colors selectable: RED, YELLOW; GREEN, BLUE, WHITE

 2 potentiometer for 0...100%

 Ambient frame illumination with integrated RGB LEDs

 Integrated buzzer for alarm

 Different designs, individual cover material, potentiometer designs, logo

 Suitable for many standard frames: BERKER®, GIRA®, SIEMENS®, JUNG®

 DIP switch for fast bus setup

 MODBUS/RTU+ASCII slave protocol

 RS485 interface for communication with a host system

 Power supply 12-48V=

Different versions with different sensors available:

 RESI-RC-CU1-MB-dd: No sensors

 RESI-RC-CU1-MB-T: Temperature sensor

 RESI-RC-CU1-MB-TH: Temperature+humidity+air pressure sensor

 RESI-RC-CU1-MB-AQ: Temperature+humidity+air pressure+gas sensor+air quality sensor

       

Figure: Sample of RESI-RC-CU1-MB-dd-ss room controller
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8.2 Technical specification
Beside  the  basic  technical  data,  which fulfil  all  of  our  room controllers,  this  room controller  meets the  following 
technical specifications:

Power consumption <3.0W

Product housing designed for in-wall mounting

Product weight depends on design variant

Push buttons 

Total amount of push buttons 3

LEDs inside the push buttons 3

Potentiometer

Total amount of potentiometer 2

Default serial settings

DIP switch 1-4=OFF (=0) Unit ID 255, 9600baud, no parity, one stop bit
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8.3 Product design
The following shows the room controller in classic RESI design and with GIRA E2 frame:

32mm60mm
Ø 3mm

60mm
Ø 3mm

   
 

   
 

   
 

   
 

71mm71mm80mm

80m
m

71m
m

—

—

Figure: Dimension and connection of room controller

8.4 Additional MODBUS register & coils
Here you will find only the additional MODBUS registers and coils especially for this room controller. Please refer to 
the description of  of the standard MODBUS mapping  for more details about the available basic  MODBUS registers 
and coils.

Please refer to the external document for detailed documentation of the current MODBUS register mapping  for this 
room controller:

RESI-L-RC-CU1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf

8.5 Additional ASCII commands
Here  you  will  find  only  the  additional  ASCII  commands  especially  for  this  room controller.  Please  refer  to  the 
description of of the standard commands for more details about the available basic ASCII commands.

Please  refer  to  the  external  document  for  detailed  documentation of  the  current  ASCII  commands for  this  room 
controller:

RESI-L-RC-CU1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
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9 RESI-RC-CU2-MB-dd-ss

9.1 General information
This series of room controller offer the following features:

 6 push buttons with integrated LEDs

 Push button LED colors selectable: RED, YELLOW; GREEN, BLUE, WHITE

 Ambient frame illumination with integrated RGB LEDs

 Integrated buzzer for alarm

 Different designs, individual cover material, potentiometer designs, logo

 Suitable for many standard frames: BERKER®, GIRA®, SIEMENS®, JUNG®

 DIP switch for fast bus setup

 MODBUS/RTU+ASCII slave protocol

 RS485 interface for communication with a host system

 Power supply 12-48V=

Different versions with different sensors available:

 RESI-RC-CU2-MB-dd: No sensors

 RESI-RC-CU2-MB-T: Temperature sensor

 RESI-RC-CU2-MB-TH: Temperature+humidity+air pressure sensor

 RESI-RC-CU2-MB-AQ: Temperature+humidity+air pressure+gas sensor+air quality sensor

       

Figure: Sample of RESI-RC-CU2-MB-dd-ss room controller
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9.2 Technical specification
Beside  the  basic  technical  data,  which fulfil  all  of  our  room controllers,  this  room controller  meets the  following 
technical specifications:

Power consumption <3.0W

Product housing designed for in-wall mounting

Product weight depends on design variant

Push buttons 

Total amount of push buttons 6

LEDs inside the push buttons 6

Potentiometer

Total amount of potentiometer 0

Default serial settings

DIP switch 1-4=OFF (=0) Unit ID 255, 9600baud, no parity, one stop bit
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9.3 Product design
The following shows the room controller in classic RESI design and with GIRA E2 frame:

32mm60mm
Ø 3mm

60mm
Ø 3mm

   
 

   
 

   
 

   
 

71mm71mm80mm

80m
m
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m

Figure: Dimension and connection of room controller

9.4 Additional MODBUS register & coils
Here you will find only the additional MODBUS registers and coils especially for this room controller. Please refer to 
the description of  of the standard MODBUS mapping  for more details about the available basic  MODBUS registers 
and coils.

Please refer to the external document for detailed documentation of the current MODBUS register mapping  for this 
room controller:

RESI-L-RC-CU2-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf

9.5 Additional ASCII commands
Here  you  will  find  only  the  additional  ASCII  commands  especially  for  this  room controller.  Please  refer  to  the 
description of of the standard commands for more details about the available basic ASCII commands.

Please  refer  to  the  external  document  for  detailed  documentation of  the  current  ASCII  commands for  this  room 
controller:

RESI-L-RC-CU2-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
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10 RESI-RS-ss-MB-dd

10.1 General information
This series of room sensors offer the following features:

 Various integated sensors for temperature, relative humidity, air pressure, CO2, gas concentration (VOC)

 Extensive internal calculation of additional parameters like average values overt time, absolute humidity, height 
above sea level, air quality index, CO2 percentage dissatisifed

 Extensive internal status registers for checking for sensor status or new sampled or calculated values.

 Additional YELLOW and RED LEDs for CO2 or VOC status display

 Ambient frame illumination with integrated RGB LEDs

 Integrated buzzer for alarm

 Different designs, individual cover material, potentiometer designs, logo

 Suitable for many standard frames: BERKER®, GIRA®, SIEMENS®, JUNG®

 DIP switch for fast bus setup

 MODBUS/RTU+ASCII slave protocol

 RS485 interface for communication with a host system

 Power supply 12-48V=

Different versions with different sensors available:

 RESI-RS-T1-MB-dd: Temperature sensor

 RESI-RS-TH1-MB-dd: Temperature+humidity+air pressure sensor

 RESI-RS-AQ1-MB-dd: Temperature+humidity+air pressure+gas sensor+air quality sensor

 RESI-RS-CO2-MB-dd: CO2 sensor

 RESI-RS-CO2AQ1-MB-dd: CO2, temperature+humidity+air pressure+gas sensor+air quality sensor

          

Figure: Sample of RESI-RS-ss-MB-dd room sensor
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10.2 Technical specification
Beside the basic technical data, which fulfil all of our room sensors, this room sensor meets the following technical  
specifications:

Power consumption <0.7W

Product housing designed for in-wall mounting

Product weight depends on design variant

Additional info LEDs

Total amount of LEDs 2

LED colors YELLOW, RED

Default serial settings

DIP switch 1-4=OFF (=0) Unit ID 255, 9600baud, no parity, one stop bit
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10.3 Product design
The following shows the room sensor in classic RESI design and with GIRA E2 frame:

32mm60mm
Ø 3mm

60mm
Ø 3mm

   
 

   
 

   
 

   
 

71mm71mm80mm

80m
m

71m
m

Figure: Dimension and connection of room sensor

10.4 Additional MODBUS register & coils
Here you will find only the additional MODBUS registers and coils especially for this room sensors. Please refer to the 
description of of the standard MODBUS mapping for more details about the available basic MODBUS registers and 
coils.

Please refer to the external document for detailed documentation of the current MODBUS register mapping  for this 
room sensors:

RESI-L-RS-T1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
RESI-L-RS-TH1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
RESI-L-RS-AQ1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
RESI-L-RS-CO2-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
RESI-L-RS-CO2AQ1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf

10.5 Additional ASCII commands
Here you will find only the additional ASCII commands especially for this room sensors. Please refer to the description 
of of the standard commands for more details about the available basic ASCII commands.

Please  refer  to  the  external  document  for  detailed  documentation of  the  current  ASCII  commands for  this  room 
sensors:

RESI-L-RS-T1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
RESI-L-RS-TH1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
RESI-L-RS-AQ1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
RESI-L-RS-CO2-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
RESI-L-RS-CO2AQ1-SIO-MODBUS+ASCII-ENxx.pdf
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